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Cavity Magnonics is an emerging field that studies the strong coupling between cavity photons and collective spin
excitations such as magnons. This rapidly developing field connects some of the most exciting branches of modern
physics, such as quantum information and quantum optics, with one of the oldest science on the earth, the magnetism.
The past few years have seen a steady stream of exciting experiments that demonstrate novel magnon-based transducers
and memories. Most of such cavity magnonic devices rely on coherent coupling that stems from direct dipole-dipole
interaction. Recently, a distinct dissipative magnon-photon coupling was discovered. In contrast to coherent coupling
that leads to level repulsion between hybridized modes, dissipative coupling results in level attraction. It opens an
avenue for engineering and harnessing losses in hybrid systems. This article gives a brief review of this new frontier.
Experimental observations of level attraction are reviewed. Different microscopic mechanisms are compared. Based on
such experimental and theoretical reviews, we present an outlook for developing open cavity systems by engineering
and harnessing dissipative couplings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coherent coupling is ubiquitous in nature, and it under-
pins a myriad of applications1–3. Intuitively, coherently cou-
pled subsystems exchange energy between each other period-
ically with a rate of J, which is determined by the coupling
strength. The most concerned and explored issue is coher-
ent light-matter interaction4. On the one hand, the electro-
magnetic field is an excellent information carrier because of
its fast propagation speed and low loss during long-distance
transfer. On the other hand, information processing and stor-
age are mainly based on solid-state devices, such as super-
conducting qubits5,6, magnetic materials, spin ensembles7–10,
trapped ions11–13, and semiconductor quantum dots14,15, etc..
Hence, coherent coupling based on light-matter interactions
plays a crucial role in information processing technology. It
enables coherent information exchange between the informa-
tion carrier and the processor.
Recently, a hybrid system based on coherently coupled cav-
ity photons and collective spin excitations (magnons) has at-
tracted much attention16–45. The coherent coupling here relies
on the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between the mag-
netostatic modes46 and cavity photon modes, which increases
with increasing spin numbers and cavity mode density. Most
experiments have been performed by using the single crys-
tal yttrium iron garnet (YIG) that has a large spin density
of about 1022 µB cm−3 (µB is the Bohr magneton). Strong
coherent coupling is readily realized between the magneto-
static magnons and cavity photons when the ferrite is placed
at the magnetic field antinodes of microwave cavities. The
hallmark of coherent magnon-photon coupling is the normal-
mode splitting, where the energy levels of the hybridized
modes repulse with each other, as shown in Figs. 1(a) and
1(c) for the transmission spectrum and dispersion curve, re-
spectively. The past few years have seen a steady stream
of exciting experiments that studied and utilized such cou-
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plings, which has led to the emergence of cavity magnon-
ics. It is anticipated that this new frontier may have broad
impact on quantum information31,47, spintronics20,27, cavity
optomagnonics32–36, and quantum magnonics30,31. In particu-
lar, a versatile magnon-based quantum information processing
platform has taken shape with coherently coupled microwave
photons, magnons, optical photons, phonons, and supercon-
ducting qubits.
So far, most of the cavity magnonic systems are based on
microwave cavities that have nearly closed boundaries. Mea-
surements on such nearly closed systems are typically done by
coupling them weakly to external ports so that the linear re-
sponse of the systems can be perturbatively measured via mi-
crowave transmission or reflection spectroscopy. In such se-
tups, the external dissipation rates (ports to the environment)
and the intrinsic damping rates of the coupled modes are rel-
atively small, and the dissipation processes are not obviously
correlated. Then coherent coupling is the dominate coupling
mechanism in such systems. However, in 2018, a distinct
magnon-photon dissipative coupling was discovered48, and it
has been quickly verified in a variety of setups with different
cavity configurations49–60. A distinct feature of a dissipatively
coupled system is the level attraction (LA) of the hybridized
modes as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d), which is in strong
contrast to the level repulsion induced by coherent coupling.
It should be noted that apart from the cause of the dissipa-
tive coupling, the LA effect itself is a ubiquitous phenomenon
that can also be induced by many other mechanisms, such
as two-tone driving61–63, parametric driving64,65, and coupled
systems involving inverted oscillators66. However, as we will
explain in this article, the dissipative coupling that can be de-
tected via the effect of LA is of particular interest for devel-
oping cavity magnonics.
Initially, the physics of dissipative magnon-photon cou-
pling is understood by the classical picture of the cavity Lenz
effect (see section III A)48. Via a series of recent studies54–59,
its quantum mechanical origin is now fully revealed, which
shows that it is an indirect coupling mechanism mediated by
dissipative channels in open cavity systems. Specifically, the
external dissipations of magnons and photons are non-trivial
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2but correlated due to their interactions with the common reser-
voir. Interestingly enough, with the dissipative coupling in
such open systems, the loss is no longer a nuisance, but be-
comes a valuable means for controlling the system67 to en-
able new applications. In particular, it allows the control of
the arrow of time via engineered dissipation, which is demon-
strated in a recent experiment that measures nonreciprocal mi-
crowave transmissions in cavity magnonics54. Furthermore, it
enables connecting distant oscillators via nonlocal dissipative
interactions52,53,55,59. This opens a new path for developing
cavity magnonics to make devices with unique functionalities
such as backscattering isolation, nonreciprocal wave propa-
gation, and unidirectional signal amplification65,67–72. All of
these may lead to hybrid systems with improved operational
efficiency, or sensors with enhanced sensitivity.
This article is split into four main sections. Following the
introduction, we first provide in section II a brief review of re-
cent experiments on dissipative magnon-photon coupling and
level attraction, where we distinguish them according to dif-
ferent mechanisms. Then in section III, we discuss several
different theoretical pictures, with the focus on comparing and
clarifying the underlying mechanism of the dissipative cou-
pling and the level attraction. Finally, we present in section
IV an outlook for developing open cavity systems that may
harness losses via the engineered dissipative coupling.
II. EXPERIMENTS ON DISSIPATIVE MAGNON-PHOTON
COUPLING AND LEVEL ATTRACTION
Recent experiments that observed magnon-photon level at-
traction are summarized in Table I. Our discussion here is
focused on level attraction induced by dissipation magnon-
photon coupling (Sec. II A). Other mechanisms that can also
induce level attraction, such as two-tone driven (Sec. II B)
and indirect coupling between magnon modes in multi-YIG
spheres (Sec. II C), are only briefly introduced.
A. Level attraction between cavity anti-resonance and
magnon mode
Level attraction induced by the dissipative magnon-photon
coupling was discovered by Harder et al. in 201848. The ex-
periment was performed by placing a YIG sphere in an open
cavity, as shown in the first row of Table I. The open cav-
ity is made of a 1D Fabry-Perot-like cavity, where a circular
waveguide is connected to circular-rectangular transitions. It
forms cavity modes but also allows transmission of a traveling
wave. Magnon-photon level repulsion and level attraction are
observed, when the YIG sphere is placed at the antinode and
node of the cavity magnetic field, respectively. The exper-
iment reveals both coherent and dissipative magnon-photon
couplings, which can be controlled by changing the YIG lo-
cation in the cavity.
A similar level attraction (abnormal anticrossing) was ex-
perimentally observed by Bhoi et al49 using a planar geome-
try system that consists of a YIG film and an inverted pattern
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FIG. 1. (color online). (a) Transmission spectrum of a coherently
coupled cavity photon-magnon system as a function of the field de-
tuning ∆m (∆m =ωm−ωc) and the probe field frequency detuning ∆c
(∆c = ω−ωc), which is shown as level repulsion. (b) Transimission
spectrum of a dissipatively coupled cavity photon-magnon system,
which is shown as level attraction. (c) Dispersion of the coherently
coupled system. (d) Dispersion of the dissipatively coupled system.
(e) Linewidths of the hybridized modes of the coherently coupled
system as a function of the field detuning ∆m. (f) Linewidths of the
hybridized modes of the dissipatively coupled system as a function of
the field detuning ∆m. (Magnon mode frequency :ωm, Cavity mode
frequency : ωc). The uncoupled modes’ intrinsic damping rates em-
ployed here are 10 MHz and 2 MHz for the cavity mode and magnon
mode, respectively. The coherent and dissipative coupling strengths
both are 40 MHz. (a) and (b) are adapted from Harder et al.48.
of split-ring resonator (ISRR) structure. In their set up, both
of the YIG sample and ISRR are coupled to a microstrip feed-
ing line, as shown in Table I, which also feeds in a traveling
wave through the coupled system.
Level attraction in a different planar geometry system was
demonstrated by Yang et al 50, where a planar microwave
cross-line circuit was coupled with YIG sphere50. This mi-
crowave circuit consists of an open-ended microstrip res-
onator galvanically connected to a transmission line at its
crossing center, as shown in the third row of Table I. The
YIG sphere couples with both of the electromagnetic fields
of the microstrip resonator and the transmission line. Both
the coherent and dissipative couplings between the cavity and
magnon modes are achieved in this planar device, which can
be controlled by adjusting the YIG position.
The experiments summarized above have one common fea-
ture. That is, all of the devices support both cavity mode
(standing wave) and traveling wave propagation. The inter-
ference between the standing and traveling waves leads to a
3TABLE I. A summary of key experimental devices and setups of dissipative magnon-photon coupling and level attraction. In Refs.48–51,54,56,57 the dissipative
coupling was due to dissipation processes, while in Ref.61,62 the level attraction was caused by the interference effect between two driven tones. The figure in
the third row is adapted from Wang et al.54. The figure in the fourth row is adapted from Rao et al.51.
Dissipation induced dissipative coupling
Reference Device and setup Key features
Harder et al.48
Yao and Yu et al.56,57
Rotatable plane
Circular-rectangular 
       transition Circular waveguide
• 1D Fabry-Perot-like cavity
• Level attraction
• κ/2pi= 112 MHz
Bhoi et al.49
ISRR
YIG film
Microstrip line
B0
• Inverted pattern of the split-ring
resonator
• Level attraction
Yang et al.50
Wang et al.54
B0
YIG sphere
• Cross-line microwave circuit
• Level attraction
• Non-reciprocial microwave
propagation
• κ/2pi= 880 MHz
Rao et al.51
• Anti-resonance within a 3D cavity
• Level attraction
• κ/2pi= 14.99 GHz
Two-tone driven experiment
Reference Experimental setup Key features
Boventer et al.61,62 YIG sphere
‘magnon’ port
‘cavity’ portVNA
D
Φ
1
2
3 • Two driven tones
• ‘Cavity’ port and ‘Magnon’ port
• Phase shifter
cavity anti-resonance, which appears as a dip with a broad
background in the transmission spectra. This is the general
feature of waveguides galvanically connected with resonant
structures, where the resonant structure can be an atomic sys-
tem, a superconducting qubit, or harmonic oscillators. Inter-
estingly, Rao et al51 have found that even in the conventional
3D microwave cavity, as shown in Table I, the anti-resonance
can be formed with specific configuration of the cavity input
and output ports, which enables additional dissipation of the
cavity photons to the external environment.
In addition to the intrinsic damping of the cavity modes
formed by the standing waves, anti-resonances are further
4characterized by an external damping rate κ , which describes
the radiative coupling between the cavity photon and the trav-
eling wave. The input-output relation has the general from73:
pˆout = pˆin−
√
κ aˆ, (1)
where pˆin(out) is the input (output) field and aˆ is the cavity
mode photon operator. Without the cavity mode, Eq. (1) de-
scribes the traveling wave that propagates from the input to
the outport port (pˆout = pˆin).
The external damping rates κ deduced from the cavity anti-
resonances in different cavity circuits are listed in Table I. In
Sec. III, we will see that the magnon-photon dissipative cou-
pling strength Γ is simply determined by the square root of the
product of the external damping rates of the magnons and cav-
ity photons. The external damping rate of the magnons in the
YIG sphere is quite small due to its weak magnetic dipole in-
teraction with the open environment. Hence, in order to obtain
a large dissipative coupling strength, a relatively large exter-
nal damping rate κ is required for the cavity mode. This sets
in two conditions for observing level attraction caused by the
magnon-photon dissipative coupling: a traveling wave and a
large external damping rate of the cavity photons.
In addition to the dissipative coupling, conventional
magnon-photon coherent coupling coexists in these open
cavity systems, which arises from the overlapping between
the ferrite and the microwave magnetic field of the cavity
mode. The interplay of coherent and dissipative coupling is of
nontrivial consequence, leading to nonreciprocal microwave
transmission and unidirectional invisibility, which was dis-
covered very recently by Wang et al.54.
B. Level attraction with two-tone driven scheme
Observing level attraction does not always indicate dissipa-
tive magnon-photon coupling. For example, a two-tone driven
scheme can also lead to level attraction in a coupled magnon-
photon system, which was proposed by Grigoryan et al.63 and
first measured by Boventer et al.61,62. The key feature of the
experimental setup is that the drive field is split into two paths,
one is applied to the cavity input port, and the other one is
applied through a loop antenna directly to the YIG sample
as depicted in Table I. The anticrossing gap at resonance can
be set to zero by merely controlling the amplitudes and rel-
ative phase of the inputs. The linewidths of the hybridized
modes and the effective coupling strength were systematically
adjusted and analyzed by Boventer et al.61,62.
C. Dissipative coupling between multi-YIG spheres
Furthermore, an effective dissipative coupling between two
magnon modes in two spatially separated YIG spheres has
been achieved by coupling them to the same cavity mode52,53.
As demonstrated by Xu et al.52, if one of the magnon modes
dissipatively coupled with the cavity mode and the other one
coherently coupled with the same cavity mode, then the ef-
fective coupling between these two magnon modes is a dis-
sipative one. However, if both of the magnon modes are co-
herently or dissipatively coupled to the cavity mode, then the
effective long-range coupling is a coherent one.
III. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT THEORETICAL
PICTURES
In this section, we will introduce as detailed as possible the
sequential results achieved by different research groups in the
past few years. To provide some guidance to the relevant lit-
eratures and their main features, a summary of several key
studies is provided in Table II. By following these studies, the
underlying mechanism will be revealed. It will be found that
dissipation is an essential factor for the formation of dissi-
pative coupling. We also discuss the commonality and differ-
ences of traveling wave-type and cavity mode-type dissipative
reservoirs in sustaining dissipative coupling.
A. Electrodynamic picture: Cavity Lenz effect
Dissipative magnon-photon coupling was initially under-
stood based on a phenomenological electrodynamic picture48.
In that picture, Ampère law describes that the microwave cur-
rent j produces an rf magnetic field, which drives the mag-
netization of the YIG sample via a driving torque. Faraday
effect shows the influence of the dynamic magnetization m on
the rf current j. The dissipative coupling is modeled by the
cavity Lenz effect, which describes the backaction from the
induced rf current impeding the magnetization dynamics, in-
stead of driving it. The equations of the cavity current j and
dynamic magnetization m can be written as48:(
ω2−ω2c + i2βωcω iω2KF
−iω0(KA−KL) ω−ωm+ iαω
)(
j
m
)
= 0, (2)
where ω0 = γeM0 is proportional to the saturation magneti-
zation M0, and γe is the gyromagnetic ratio. This equation
describes the coupling between the magnon mode at the fre-
quency of ωm and the cavity mode at ωc. The intrinsic damp-
ing rate of the magnon mode and cavity mode are α and β ,
Cavity mode Magnon mode
FIG. 2. (color online). Schematic diagram of the phenomenlogical
Ampère effect (KA), Faraday effect (KF ) and cavity Lenz effect (KL)
induced coupling between the cavity mode and magnon mode. The
intrinsic damping rates of the cavity mode and magnon mode are β
and α , respectively.
5TABLE II. A summary of several theoretical pictures of the dissipative coupling and level attraction. The figure in the third row is adapted from Yao et al.56.
Comparison of different theoretical pictures
Reference Schematic diagram Key features
Harder et al.48
• Cavity Lenz effect
• Dissipative coupling
• Level attraction
Wang et al.54
Rao et al.55
Metelmann et al.67
Reservoir (Traveling wave)
• Traveling-wave-type reservoir
• Cooperative and correlated
dissipations
• Dissipative coupling
• Level attraction
Yao and Yu et al.56,57
• Photon density of state (DOS)
• Continuous background
• Dissipative coupling
• Level attraction
Yu et al.58
Metelmann et al.67
• Auxiliary cavity mode
• Dissipative coupling
Grigoryan et al.63
VNA
Φ
• Two-tone driven
• Interference
• Level attraction
respectively. The KF term stems from Faraday’s law. The
KA term comes from Ampère law. The most interesting term
is the KL term, which represents the cavity Lenz effect48 and
has the opposite sign with respect to the KA. The competition
between the KL and KA terms will lead to a net coherent or
dissipative coupling. The coupled system can be equivalently
modeled by a phenomenal non-Hermitian Hamiltonian:
H = h¯ωcaˆ†aˆ+ h¯ωmbˆ†bˆ+ h¯g
(
aˆ†bˆ+ eiΦbˆ†aˆ
)
, (3)
where a† (a) and b† (b) are the creation (annihilation) op-
erators for cavity photons and magnons, respectively. Here,
the coupling phase Φ describes the competing effect of two
forms of magnon-photon coupling, and g is the net coupling
strength. When Φ equals to 0 and pi , the coupling term de-
scribes the coherent coupling and dissipative coupling, re-
spectively.
The cavity Lenz effect provides a good phenomenological
interpretation that captures the essential characteristics of the
dissipative coupling. As defined in the Supplementary Mate-
6rials of Ref.48, the negative KL term stems from the damping-
like torque acting on the magnetization. It is caused by the
Lenz effect that describes a backaction of the magnetization
dynamics due to its coupling to the microwave current. This
model enables an intuitive understanding of the dissipative
magnon-photon coupling based on the classical picture. The
effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian [Eq. (3)] describes very
well the measured hybrid modes dispersion in both level re-
pulsion and attraction regimes48. However, this model does
not reveal the quantum mechanical origin of the dissipative
coupling. As we will review below, when both the magnon
and cavity modes couple to the same dissipative channel,
their cooperative effect induces an effective dissipative cou-
pling between the two modes, as captured by the damping-like
torque term described by the cavity Lenz effect.
B. Cooperative radiative damping picture
In light of the nonreciprocal microwave transmission in
cavity magnonics experimentally observed by Wang et al.54,
a cooperative radiative damping picture, has been established.
It reveals the origin of the dissipative coupling. This pic-
ture roots in the theory of reservoir engineering developed by
Metelmann et al.67. The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
The magnon mode and cavity mode have intrinsic damping
rates of α and β , respectively. Moreover, they both inter-
act with the same reservoir (i.e., the traveling wave), which
causes the external dampings of these two modes. The ex-
ternal damping rates are γ and κ for the magnon and cavity
mode, respectively. Dissipative coupling between these two
modes is sustained by their cooperative external dissipations.
Now we begin with the von-Neumann-Lindblad master equa-
tion to see how cooperative external dampings are introduced
and how it contributes to the dissipative coupling between the
concerned modes. The equation is written as:
d
dt
ρˆ =− i
h¯
[Hˆcoh, ρˆ]+ Lˆρˆ, (4)
where the Hamiltonian Hˆcoh describes the conserved energy
of the relevant modes and the coherent coupling mechanism
between them. The Lindblad operator Lˆ describes the dissi-
pation consisting of the intrinsic damping rates of the coupled
system and the external damping rates of the two modes due
to their interaction with the traveling wave. Under the rotating
wave approximation, the Hamiltonian Hˆcoh has the form:
Hˆcoh/h¯= ωcaˆ†aˆ+ωmbˆ†bˆ+ J(aˆ†bˆ+ aˆbˆ†), (5)
where aˆ(aˆ†) and bˆ(bˆ†) are the annihilation (creation) opera-
tors of photon and magnon, respectively. ωc and ωm represent
the frequencies of the uncoupled modes. J is the coupling rate
that describes the coherent magnon-photon coupling.
The standard dissipative superoperator L[oˆ] is defined as:
L[oˆ]ρˆ = oˆρˆ oˆ†− 1
2
oˆ†oˆρˆ− 1
2
ρˆ oˆ†oˆ, (6)
where oˆ is the jump operator, for different dynamical pro-
cesses the jump operators have different forms. For the coop-
erative dissipations of the cavity and magnon mode, the jump
operator is a linear superposition of the annihilation operators,
that is
ν aˆ+ueiΘbˆ. (7)
Here, the coefficients ν and u characterize the individual cou-
plings of the cavity and magnon modes with the traveling
wave and eiΘ describes the relative phase between the cou-
plings. If the spatial separation of the correlated modes is rel-
atively small compared with the wavelength of the resonance
frequency, then Θ ≈ 0. The jump operator has the general
form54,67:
oˆ→ ν aˆ+ubˆ, (8)
which leads to the dissipative magnon-photon coupling. By
adopting this cooperative jump operator, the general master
equation can be written as:
d
dt
ρˆ =− i
h¯
[Hˆcoh, ρˆ]+ τL[oˆ]ρˆ+βL[aˆ]ρˆ+αL[bˆ]ρˆ, (9)
where the second term on the right-hand side describes the
external dissipations of the two modes that are proportional to
the rate τ . The third and fourth terms represent the intrinsic
dissipations of the cavity and magnon modes, with the rates
β and α , respectively. The external damping rates induced
by the traveling wave for the cavity and magnon modes are
τ ·ν2 = κ and τ ·u2 = γ , respectively. Furthermore, from the
second term, we can get the cooperative damping rate of the
cavity and magnon modes is τ ·νu=√κγ .
The cavity mode and magnon mode can directly interact
with each other with coherent coupling strength J. The equa-
tions of motion for the cavity mode aˆ and magnon mode bˆ can
be derived as:
d
dt
aˆ=−iωcaˆ− (β +κ)aˆ−
(
iJ+
√
κγ
)
bˆ,
Reservoir (Traveling wave)
Cavity mode Magnon mode
FIG. 3. (color online). Schematic diagram of the traveling wave
mediated dissipative coupling between the cavity mode and magnon
mode. The cavity mode and magnon mode cooperatively damp to
the traveling wave. The external damping rates of the two modes are
κ and γ , respectively. The dissipative coupling strength Γ between
these two modes has a simple relation of Γ = √κγ . The external
damping processes may have a relative phase Θ. The cavity mode
and magnon can also directly interact with each other with coherent
coupling strength J.
7d
dt
bˆ=−iωmbˆ− (α+ γ)bˆ−
(
iJ+
√
κγ
)
aˆ, (10)
it is very clear that the total coupling between the cavity mode
and magnon mode is measured by the coefficient iJ+
√κγ .
We can find the dissipative coupling strength Γ has a simple
and elegant relation with external damping rates, which is Γ=√κγ . Then the effective coupling strength between the cavity
mode and magnon mode is J− iΓ. Hence, we can write the
effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian of the coupled system
as:
Hˆ/h¯= ω˜caˆ†aˆ+ ω˜mbˆ†bˆ+(J− iΓ)(aˆ†bˆ+ aˆbˆ†) (11)
where ω˜c and ω˜m represent the complex eigenvalues of the
uncoupled cavity and magnon modes, which are defined as
ω˜c =ωc− iβ and ω˜m =ωm− iα . Further, we have mentioned
above that the cooperative couplings of the two modes to the
traveling wave may have a relative phase. It can be described
by the phase term in the jump operator, and this phase term
finally attributed to the relative phase between the coherent
and dissipative couplings.
It should be noted that up to now, most experimental re-
sults of the dissipative coupling in cavity magnonics can be
attributed to this mechanism48–51,54–56.
C. Photon density of state picture
The cooperative radiative damping picture described in the
previous section shows that the traveling wave is the key in-
gredient that induces the magnon-photon dissipative coupling.
That is the common feature for all cavities summarized in the
first four rows of the Table I where LA is observed. All of
them support the propagation of the traveling wave and for-
mation of the standing cavity mode. Among them, the 1D
waveguide-cavity setup48,56,57 can adjust the weights of the
traveling wave and standing waves by tuning the global geom-
etry via rotating the relative angle θ between the two waveg-
uide transitions. To capture such a wave controllability, Yao et
al.56,57 developed a theory for calculating the photon density
of state, by considering all the photon modes and carefully
distinguishing the standing and traveling wave parts. This
theoretical picture provides a good understanding of the dif-
ference between the effect of traveling and standing waves on
light-matter interaction.
The superposition of these two contributions can be mon-
itored by the radiative linewidth of the hybridized mode. At
resonance, the damping rates of the coherently coupled sub-
systems will attract with each other, and the linewidths of the
dissipatively coupled modes repulse with each other, as shown
in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f), respectively. In the case of magnon
mode linewidth smaller than the cavity mode linewidth, the
standing wave photon states contribute to the coherent cou-
pling and linewidth broadening of the magnon mode, and the
continuous wave photon states contribute to the dissipative
coupling and linewidth shrink of the magnon mode.
Yao et al.56,57 show that quantitatively, the amount of the
radiative linewidth changing of the magnon-like hybridized
mode can be mapped to the density of photon states. It pro-
vides another way for verifying the influence of the traveling
wave on the effect of magnon-photon coupling.
D. Dissipative coupling mediated by a damped auxiliary
cavity mode
While the traveling wave is the key ingredient of the open
cavity magnonic systems that leads to the observation of LA,
it is not the only way for inducing dissipative coupling. A
few theories have proposed an alternative mechanism for re-
alizing dissipative couplings by utilizing an auxiliary cavity
mode58,59,67, which is very different from the mechanism of
the traveling wave. This auxiliary mode, with a large intrinsic
damping rate, can be seen as a common reservoir for inducing
indirect coupling between two principle modes. The induced
indirect dissipative coupling strength depends on the damp-
ing rate of the auxiliary mode, the frequency detunings, and
the direct coupling strengths between the principle modes and
the auxiliary mode. Simply speaking, it is not very easy for a
damped auxiliary cavity mode to support a purely large dissi-
pative coupling strength.
Taking the auxiliary mode proposed by Yu et al.58 as an
example, Fig. 4 schematically shows the sustained dissipative
coupling between the cavity mode and magnon mode. The
cavity mode and magnon mode have intrinsic damping rates
β and α , respectively. Both of them are coherently coupled
with the auxiliary mode with the coupling strength gac and
gbc, respectively. The intrinsic damping rate of the auxiliary
mode is κaux. The cavity mode and magnon mode can also
interact coherently with each other, with the coupling strength
J. In the dispersive limit and assuming the cavity mode is
resonant with magnon mode and J = 0, the effective coupling
Cavity mode Magnon mode
Auxiliary mode
FIG. 4. (color online). Schematic diagram of the auxiliary damped
mode mediated coupling between the cavity mode and magnon
mode. The intrinsic damping rates of the cavity mode and magnon
mode are β and α , respectively. The damping rate of the auxiliary
mode is κaux. The coherent coupling strength between the cavity
(magnon) mode and auxiliary mode is gac(bc). The cavity mode and
magnon mode can also directly interact with each other with cou-
pling strength J.
8sustained by the auxiliary mode is:
ge f f =−i gacgbcκaux− i∆ , (12)
where ∆ is the frequency detuning between the auxiliary mode
and cavity mode (magnon mode). Eq. (12) shows that a dis-
sipative coupling (with an imaginary coupling rate) can be in-
duced by the auxiliary mode.
We have mentioned that while both a traveling wave and
an auxiliary mode can induce the dissipative coupling, the in-
duced coupling strength is very different. In the case of a trav-
eling wave as described in the section III B, if the spatial sep-
aration of the two coupled modes is relatively small compared
with the wavelength of the resonance frequency, the induced
coupling is purely dissipative, with the imaginary coupling
rate given by iΓ = i√κγ which increases with the external
damping rates. On the contrary, for the dissipative coupling
induced by the auxiliary mode, the induced coupling is gener-
ally a complex number as given by Eq. (12), which involves
both coherent and dissipative couplings. The nearly pure dis-
sipative coupling can only be realized in the case of dispersive
limit but with a small detuning [gac(bc)  ∆ κaux], where
the coupling rate ge f f = −igacgbc/κaux decreases when the
damping rate of the auxiliary mode increases.
To visualize the complex coupling strength induced by the
auxiliary mode, we assume gac/2pi = gbc/2pi = g/2pi = 30
MHz and plot the real part (coherent coupling strength) and
imaginary part (dissipative coupling strength) of ge f f /2pi in
Fig. 5 as a function of ∆/g and κaux/g. Here, we restrict
the case in the dispersive limit with a low damping auxiliary
mode, where the detuning ∆ and damping rate κaux are at least
g/2π=30 MHz
FIG. 5. (color online). The imaginary and real parts of the effec-
tive coupling strength (ge f f ) between the cavity mode and magnon
mode sustained by the auxiliary mode as a function of the detuning
∆ between the cavity (magnon) mode and the auxiliary mode and the
damping rate κaux of the auxiliary mode. For simplicity, we assume
the cavity mode and magnon mode are in resonance. The coherent
coupling strength between the cavity (magnon) mode and the auxil-
iary mode gac(bc) is chosen to equal to g/2pi = 30 MHz.
five times larger than the coupling strength g. Clearly, the
largest dissipative coupling strength is obtained when both of
the detuning ∆ and damping κ are small. If a pure dissipative
coupling is desired, the damping rate of the auxiliary mode
should be much larger than the detuning, but that will also
lead to a relatively small dissipative coupling strength.
The difference between the traveling wave-type reservoir
and damped auxiliary cavity mode-type reservoir can also be
viewed through the picture of the local photon density of states
(LDOS) of the vibrational electromagnetic environment57,
which is described in the section III C. The traveling wave can
be seen as a continuous photon state while the damped aux-
iliary cavity mode only supports the photon modes near its
eigenfrequencies. This leads to the difference in the induced
dissipative coupling strength.
E. Level attraction induced by the two-tone driven scheme
While LA is useful for studying the dissipative coupling,
the effect of LA itself is a ubiquitous phenomenon not limited
by the dissipative coupling. For example, LA can also emerge
in coherently coupled systems via diverse mechanisms such
as two-tone excitation, parametric driving, and coherent cou-
pling between normal and inverted oscillators. In this section,
we discuss the two-tone driven scheme that can induce LA.
First, recalling the experimental configuration of two-tone
driven coupled cavity photon-magnon system61,62, in addition
to the magnetic component of the cavity microwave field, a lo-
cal microwave magnetic field is applied to excite the magnons
as depicted in the last row of Table II. The two driven tones
are phase-correlated. The anti-crossing gap between the hy-
bridized modes can be controlled by the relative phase Φ
between the two driving forces and their intensity ratio of
δ . The effective coupling strength between the photon mode
and magnon mode is (1+ δeiΦ)K, where K is the coupling
strength when only the cavity microwave field is applied.
In the Φ= 0 case, the anti-crossing gap is enhanced due to
the local driving field. In contrast, whenΦ= pi and δ > 1, the
gap is reduced, leading to the synchronization of the coupled
modes63. In this case, the two driving fields exert opposite
torque on the magnetization of the YIG and cancel with each
other.
Although the explanations given in this two-tone driven
scheme was phenomenological without considering the un-
derlying mechanism, they may also be closely related to the
dissipation channel induced effects. In two-tone driven exper-
imental devices, due to the presence of an additional RF loop
introduced into the cavity, which interfaces both magnons as
well as the cavity photons. The signal from this loop has the
nature of the traveling wave, which may support the emer-
gence of dissipative coupling. Hence, it requires further de-
tailed research and clarification of the mechanism of the “two-
tone driven” scheme. Nevertheless, it should be cautious that
observing the LA phenomena in the cavity magnonics system
is not sufficient for verifying dissipative couplings.
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FIG. 6. (color online). Transmission spectra of the coupled sys-
tem. The intrinsic damping rates of the cavity mode and magnon
mode are 15 MHz and 1.1 MHz, respectively. The external damping
rate of the cavity mode is 880 MHz. Top panel: Coherent coupling
strength J/2pi= 0 MHz, and dissipative coupling strength Γ/2pi=10
MHz. Middle panel: J/2pi= 10 MHz, Γ/2pi=0 MHz. Bottom panel:
J/2pi= 10 MHz, Γ/2pi=10 MHz. The curves are plotted with 30 dB
vertical offset for clarity.
IV. OUTLOOK
In this section, we discuss some interesting directions for
future studying and utilizing the dissipative coupling mecha-
nism.
A. Interplay between the coherent and dissipative couplings
Both the coherent and dissipative couplings are ubiquitous
in natural systems, and a hybrid system governed by both the
coherent and dissipative couplings is of particular interest for
future investigation.
First of all, how would we monitor and analyze the
interplay between the coherent and dissipative couplings?
Transmission spectroscopy may provide the most convenient
method for such a purpose. Following the Eqs. (1) and (11),
the transmission coefficient of a cavity photon-magnon sys-
tem is50,54:
STrs = 1+
κ
i(ω−ωc)− (κ+β )+ −(iJ+Γ)2i(ω−ωm)−(α+γ)
, (13)
where the coupling strength (J − iΓ) is complex due to the
coherent and dissipative couplings.
A characteristic feature of such a complexly coupled sys-
tem is that the transmission spectra are asymmetric with re-
spect to the modes frequency detuning. We fix the cavity
mode frequency asωc and detune the frequency of the magnon
mode ωm, the transmission spectra of the coupled system at
positive and negative field detunings (∆m =ωm−ωc) are plot-
ted in Fig. 6 (bottom panel). The coherent coupling strength
J/2pi and dissipative coupling strength Γ/2pi are both set at
10 MHz. Other damping parameters are chosen following the
experimental work done recently54. The solid blue and dashed
red curves are transmission spectra correspond to the field de-
tunings ∆m/2pi equal to -160 MHz and 160 MHz, respectively.
They are strongly asymmetric with respect to the center fre-
quency. For comparison, we plot the transmission spectra of
the coupled system when the coupling is purely coherent or
dissipative in Fig. 6 (top and middle panels). In both cases,
the spectra are symmetric with respect to the detuning.
Utilizing such a characteristic spectral feature for monitor-
ing and quantifying the complex coupling strength, various
methods based on position and field tuning can be developed
for controlling the interplay between the coherent and dissi-
pative couplings. Stems from the interference between the co-
herent and dissipative couplings, the coupled system exhibits
nonreciprocal response54,67,74,75, which can be utilized for de-
veloping novel isolators, circulators, and even directional am-
plifies. This scheme of isolation is different from the con-
ventional nonreciprocal devices utilizing either Faraday rota-
tion or ferromagnetic resonance76–79, where large ferrites and
complex port design (involving resistive sheets, quarter-wave
plates, etc.) are needed. These components make the device
bulky for integration. In our new scheme, as long as the inter-
ference between the coherent coupling and dissipative cou-
pling can be achieved, parameters such as the volume and
shape of the ferrites are not crucial factors limiting the iso-
lation ratio54.
Furthermore, also due to such interference effect, ultrasharp
resonance appears in the transmission spectrum, as shown in
the bottom panel of Fig. 6 (Solid blue curve). This feature
can be exploited for developing new sensing and switching
technologies.
B. Dissipation engineering in quantum systems
The physics of dissipative coupling discussed in this article
is not limited in the cavity magnonics system, since dissipa-
tion is ubiquitous in quantum systems. For example, in the
circuit-QED system5,6, the superconducting qubit has been
successfully used for quantum information processing. Such
a quantum device is inevitably coupled to the environment via
dissipation processes. For decades, the coherent coupling has
been studied and utilized in the circuit-QED system. In light
of the physics of dissipative coupling revealed in the cavity
magnonic systems, one may explore the cooperative damping
mechanism in hybrid quantum systems involving qubits. As
an example, Fig. 7 shows a strip resonator (cavity mode) and a
superconducting qubit coupled to the waveguide, with the ra-
diation damping rates of ΓC and ΓQ, respectively. It would be
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exciting to explore the dissipative coupling between the qubit
and the strip resonator, which might be induced by their co-
operative dampings. Following the same physical principle,
one may also replace the strip resonator with other oscillators
such as quantum dots or mechanical nano-oscillators. The in-
troducing of dissipative coupling into such hybrid quantum
systems may open new avenues for quantum information pro-
cessing by utilizing dissipation and reservoir engineering67.
In atomic physics and quantum optics, dissipative coupling
discussed here has also been proposed and understood as the
radiative coupling between dipoles where several dipoles can
interact with each other through coupling to a common bath80.
On the base of this framework, the dissipative coupling may
also be useful in the implementation of quantum entangle-
ment81–84.
C. Harnessing dissipative coupling for cavity spintronics
The development of spintronics demands new methods and
techniques for generating, detecting, and manipulating spin
currents. Via the magnon-photon coupling, cavity techniques,
which have transformed many fields such as atomic physics
and optics, have been introduced to the field of spintronics.
For example, spin pumping85–88 is an efficient method for
generating spin currents via magnon excitations. Combining
spin pumping with microwave cavity technique, experiments
have detected spin currents generated by cavity magnon po-
laritons (CMP), which are hybrid excitations of magnon and
cavity photon modes20,21. Utilizing the non-local hybrid na-
ture of CMP, coherent magnon-photon coupling becomes a
useful method for distant manipulation and switch of spin
currents27, which is a striking example of potential capabil-
ities of cavity spintronics.
Dissipative magnon-photon coupling may bring even more
capabilities. For example, such a coupling leads to level
attraction with a coalescence of hybridized magnon-photon
modes, which is distinctly different from level repulsion with
mode anticrossing caused by coherent magnon-photon cou-
Qubit
Cavity
Electric field
Γα
Γβ
Γ𝑐
Γ𝑄
FIG. 7. (color online). Schematic diagram of a waveguide QED
system consists of a strip resonator (cavity) and a qubit that cooper-
atively coupled with a common waveguide. The rates of the cooper-
ative damping to the waveguide are ΓC and ΓQ for the cavity mode
and qubit, respectively.
FIG. 8. (color online). Schematic diagram of the propagating spin
wave mediated remote coupling between two domain walls.
pling. This feature may be explored in devices where an array
of magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) are cooperatively cou-
pled to the same dissipative environment, to create synchro-
nized oscillations. MTJs work as spin-torque nano-oscillators
for generating continuous-wave microwave signals. The out-
standing challenge is to find ways to synchronize them to
enhance the output power. Through the dissipative chan-
nel mediated synchronization by harnessing the dissipative
magnon-photon coupling, a macroscopic ensemble of many
nano-oscillators in the cavity spintronics device could become
a powerful microwave source.
In a multi-domain spintronics device, the dissipative cou-
pling mechanism is also implementable. As schematically
shown in Fig. 8, we propose two spatially separated domain
walls collectively couple to a dissipative spin wave bath. The
propagating spin wave can construct and transfer coherence
between the dissipative processes of these two domain walls;
in other words, the spin wave serves as a dissipative channel
for these two domain walls simultaneously. Under appropriate
distance, the dissipative coupling between these two remote
domain walls is previsible. This scenario can also be utilized
to dissipatively couple different kinds of spin textures, such as
chiral magnetic soliton lattice89,90, skyrmions91,92. This cou-
pling could have profound applications in hybrid spintronics
structures and devices. Further, we predict that any physical
field which can transfer coherence and serve as a dissipative
reservoir can be used to sustain dissipative coupling.
D. Expanding the horizon for developing metamaterials
Coherent coupling has already been utilized for develop-
ing metamaterials, leading to for example the demonstration
of classical analogues of electromagnetically induced trans-
parency in metamaterials93. Such a classical analogue usually
applies when the dissipative loss of the radiative resonator is
much smaller than the coupling strength. Common wisdom
would often consider dissipation processes as a nuisance that
may hinder the realization of exotic phenomena in metamate-
rials. This was highlighted in the earlier debating of whether
negative refraction would make a perfect lens94–97. But in
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light of the physics of dissipative coupling that origins from
the dissipation process, one may consider designing metama-
terials that are coupled to waveguides, so that the effect of
cooperative damping as we discussed in Section III B is uti-
lized in developing metamaterials98,99. One of the many ef-
fects it may lead to is the creation of the ultrasharp resonance,
as shown in Fig. 6, which is induced by the interplay of coher-
ent and dissipative coupling. Such ultrasharp resonances can
be used for developing metamaterials based sensors.
V. CONCLUSION
This article describes an emerging novel light-matter inter-
action in open cavity magnonics systems, which appears as
level attraction of the hybridized modes. The word “open”
here means the external damping rate is much larger than the
intrinsic damping rate or even becomes comparable to the cav-
ity eigenfrequency. This coupling mechanism is called dissi-
pative coupling for its dissipation nature. Experimental and
theoretical studies of magnon-photon dissipative couplings
are reviewed. The canonical dissipative coupling originates
from cooperative external dampings or cooperative coupling
to a damped mode54–56,58,59,67, which is genuinely a dissipa-
tive phenomenon.
This physics of dissipative coupling has broad relevance.
Based on the characteristic feature of the interplay between
coherent and dissipative couplings, we have briefly outlined
the potential applications for engineering hybrid quantum sys-
tems, harnessing dissipative coupling for cavity spintronics,
and expanding the horizon for developing metamaterials. The
future looks bright for developing both quantum and classical
information technologies by harnessing dissipative couplings.
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